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spent some years in Moscow up to 1933, returned while
I was there. That was a time of visible confusion, when
a whole number of first-class tasks were in process of
being tackled. On her return she saw so many huge
buildings completed that she even found it difficult to
remember her way about. I recall rather vividly the
very remarkable setting up of new big buildings in
Moscow in that prosperous period of some eight or
nine years which just preceded the Great War. It is
altogether eclipsed by what has happened now; and,
as some of my British specialist friends put it to me, the
latest achievements have a much more solid and per-
manent look than some of the earKer constructions of
the First Hve Year Plan. In type many of them were
very pleasing and in no way spoilt the old Moscow for
me. Certainly they gave the appearance everywhere
that the planning had reached the end of a given stage.
Throughout, I am in no way speaking of anything
outside Moscow. This city, always the real heart of
Russia, is now the central workshop of the whole; and,
especially since the wholesale expulsions, it must be
regarded as a hive of workers, all of whom are talcing
an active part in the great movement. The streets are
far better paved, and I had a particularly good oppor-
tunity of seeing how well they were looked after,
because, during my stay there, there was one of the
heaviest remembered falls of soft snow, which, most
unseasonably, vanished all at once, leaving conditions
which had to be cleared up direcdy, if the streets were
again to become passable, and this work was carried
out with admirable promptness. As to the rest of the
country, I could only take opinions from those British

